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Schroder EM Sustainable Fund 
 
Fund commentary 

The strategy finished slightly behind its benchmark in May, partly retracting some of the gains posted 
since the market rotation in late 2020. Given our consistent and disciplined investment process based on 
both valuations and company quality remains unchanged, the recent improvement in performance 
highlights both the rebound in sentiment towards better value areas of the market and, to a lesser extent, 
the disconnect which had grown between previously winning stocks and their fundamental prospects. 
 
Contributors to performance varied across regions and sectors but were driven by a combination of both 
avoiding more expensive areas and our overweight positions in attractively valued segments of the 
market. More specifically, sidestepping some of the largest names on valuation grounds within online 
retail (e.g. Alibaba, Meituan) was beneficial. Similarly, avoiding expensive areas in communications (e.g. 
online services) provided a tailwind to performance as many of last year’s winners were weaker over the 
month (e.g. Baidu, Naspers, Tencent). Elsewhere, our preferred holdings in in South African gold miners 
and Taiwanese marine stocks were also supportive while broad based gains from holdings in Poland 
provided an additional boost as the country posted strong returns on the back of an improving economic 
outlook. Partially offsetting these positives was the strategy’s underweight positioning in both Chinese 
and Indian banks. Avoiding the more expensive areas within healthcare (e.g. biotech) also impacted 
relative performance. 
 
After a prolonged period of extreme market concentration where “growth” technology stocks dominated 
performance, it was encouraging to see much wider participation over the past few months. We adopt a 
very disciplined approach to rebalancing, where each stock is assigned a target weight determined by its 
fundamentals and risks. When a stock outperforms and moves ahead of its optimal weight, we look to 
take profits and trim positions. This was the case for a number of strongly performing stocks in Asia 
where our stock selection was rewarded, in part due to the region faring better in containing the COVID-
19 outbreak.  
 
One of the key macro themes in the year so far as noted previously has been the sharp sell off in bonds, 
particularly in the US. The rising spectre of inflation, however, is not a US centric phenomena with similar 
pressures evident in some Emerging market nations leading to the central banks of Russia, Brazil and 
Turkey all hiking rates in the hope of mitigating inflationary risks. While we still retain strategy overweight 
positions in high quality picks in Asia, given this macro backdrop we broadened our stock selection. Our 
more diversified approach flagged a wide Value opportunity set globally but one key distinction to our 
selection is that we have a strong preference to high Quality. Our bottom up stock selection allows us to 
exploit those opportunities where we find them without being constrained by country index weights, but 
we generally find fewer quality names in Brazil which results in an underweight position in the country. 
We were able to find more value-quality banks as well as telco companies in the UAE as the country made 
significant progress in vaccinating its population. We also prefer Indian IT services, as we continue to find 
opportunities that are attractive though both a value and quality lens, the area performed well despite a 
resurgence in cases. 
 
Market review 

Emerging market equities gained during May with the MSCI EM Index rising by 2.3%, partly retracing the 
ground lost to developed markets earlier in the year. Weakness in the US dollar assisted as a basket of 
EM currencies advanced by 1.7% against the US dollar, led by the South African Rand and the Hungarian 
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Forint. This was despite an above-consensus US inflation figure initially raising concerns over Fed policy 
tightening. Year to date, Emerging market equities have risen by 7.3% in USD terms, albeit some 4.1% 
behind MSCI World. 
 
Commodities also continued to head higher as the economic rebound bolstered demand for metals and 
energy. Precious metals continued to recover from their early March low, with strong gains for gold and 
silver, benefitting from investors searching for an inflation hedge, particularly as cryptocurrencies 
collapsed. Oil remains the strongest performing commodity year to date which benefitted energy stocks 
further in the month (+5.9% relative). 
 
The strength of commodities propelled the more resource sensitive markets in EMEA and Latin America 
ahead of the more tech-heavy Asian markets. Chinese equities lagged slightly due to consolidation in 
some of the best performing stocks of 2020 (Alibaba, Tencent, Meituan, Pinduoduo, Jd.Com etc) due to 
greater regulatory scrutiny. Taiwan also lagged due to a rise in new COVID-19 cases whilst Korea was 
held back due to a pause in Samsung’s strong run. India was the best performing Asian market as 
concerns about COVID eased. 
 
European emerging markets also performed well, particularly Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic 
in the expectation of an improving economic outlook whilst Russia and South Africa most directly 
benefited from higher commodity prices. Within Latin America, positive growth surprises in Brazil and 
Mexico were also rewarded by strong gains whilst Chile was one of the weakest performers, reflecting 
the outcome of the Constituent Assembly elections and a potential tax hike aimed at its mining sector. 
 
From a style perspective, it was another good month for Value stocks who beat their Growth counterparts 
by just over 3%, taking their year to date lead to 6.5%. Even more important for diversified managers 
such as QEP, the weakness in many of the index heavyweights during May led to a broadening out of 
market participation. As much as 63% of stocks in the MSCI EM Index outperformed, one of the highest 
months since we started monitoring breadth in 1997. In contrast, the same statistic for the narrow 
market of 2020 was 39%, reflecting the dominant impact of the index heavyweights. In essence, there 
are now more options to generate outperformance than was the case even a few months ago when the 
key allocation decision was driven by holdings in a handful of mega-cap stocks. 
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Important Information  
Opinions, estimates and projections in this article constitute the current judgement of the author(s) as at the date of 
this article.  They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Schroder Investment Management Australia Limited, ABN 
22 000 443 274, AFS Licence 226473 ("Schroders") or any member of the Schroders Group and are subject to change 
without notice. 
 
In preparing this article, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and 
completeness of all information available from public sources or which was otherwise reviewed by us. 
 
Schroders does not give any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of information which is 
contained in this article. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded, Schroders and its directors, 
employees, consultants or any company in the Schroders Group do not accept any liability (whether arising in 
contract, in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this article or for any resulting loss or damage 
(whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise) suffered by the recipient of this article or any other person. 
 
This article does not contain, and should not be relied on as containing any investment, accounting, legal or tax 
advice. Before making any decision relating to a Schroders fund, you should obtain and read a copy of the relevant 
disclosure document for that fund to consider the appropriateness of the fund to your objectives, financial situation 
and needs. 
 
You should note that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
 
Schroders may record and monitor telephone calls for security, training and compliance purposes. 


